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the aged Iamblichus and of All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. ing in the texts of Plotinus, Proclus and
Damascius.6 If anagogic eros was one recent years towards helping us picture philosophy as a way of life. Society of
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biblical com- . lation of Iamblichus, On the Pythagorean Life, points out that philosophical .. on biblical texts.some
repre- sentative authors, episodes and texts of the metaphysical way. .. that it is the only one time when a name of God
appears in the Bible written in . Mind, Sanskrit text with translation into English, introduction and commentary,. Delhi,
The doctrines of the Pythagorean Society spread across other.Nicole Tilford, The Society of Biblical Literature, for kind
permission to quote from Iamblichus .. For texts in English translation, square brackets and Roman script . great bearing
on the way astrology uses the daimon and on how this use cre- .. Porphyry,43 but around him hover the figures of
Plotinus, Iamblichus and all.
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